
 

The RAB NE BANA DI JODI movie download in Hindi HD is a story of love, friendship and human relationships. It is the story of an innocent-hearted girl Mona who meets a fateful accident after which she becomes crippled before eventually discovering her true identity. But it is not just about the protagonist's struggle to lead her life despite being disabled. She has the support of her family
members, friends and colleagues who are willing to lend their shoulder when she needs help or advice.

To be open to social interaction with people from diverse perspectives, one needs patience.-Couples should also give time for each other by focusing on their personal interests rather than spending time on games or watching TV together. They should not compromise each other's personal interests. -It is important that in a relationship, people should discuss things in front of each other. They should
not disclose any information in front of anyone else. Because, it is better when both the parties know about each other's affairs than keeping their secrets for themselfs and them not knowing anything about the others' affairs.-People should also deal with their problems maturely. They shouldn't try to hide their personal problems from others because this would create another bigger problem in the
future when they face same problem again and again.-One should never assume that people are aware of your feelings or emotions. It is better to share your feelings rather than keep them to yourself.-One should not judge people by their looks. People who look physically disabled are often very strong at heart.-Disabled people should not be treated differently. One should treat them as same as normal
people.-One shouldn't be afraid of taking risk in life. Once you fear of failure, you would never try anything new in life. If you want something, you need to work hard for it no matter how difficult it is.-For a relationship to work out, one needs to remain focused on the same goal together with his or her partner otherwise there would be disputes that could sometimes lead to separation. -One should be
ready to face difficult situations whether at home or abroad. If you remain helpless, you would lose everything that matters to you.-One should have the courage to try anything new in life. You need not be afraid of people's responses because they are not able to hurt you in any way.-Judge people's character rather than their looks. A person may look physically disabled but he or she can be very strong
at heart.-For a relationship to succeed, one should remain focused on the same goal together with his or her partner otherwise there would be disputes that could sometimes lead to separation.-You shouldn't put your life on hold for someone else's happiness. A young woman named Mona Singh Kapoor (Priyanka Chopra), who was born with a horse-shoe shaped birthmark on her forehead, is the dream
girl of Raj Malhotra (Anil Kapoor), a topmost architect in Mumbai. They are soon married, but she is diagnosed with a heart condition after an unfortunate encounter with another car. The car accident leaves her paralyzed and wheelchair-bound. She is admitted to a hospital, where she is cared for by Dr. Virajanand "Viru" Shah (Shah Rukh Khan).
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